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Abstract.     Here offers the architecture and operation of artificial neural network and its generalization to find the 
best options for arranging of manufacturing systems. By computer simulation proved the suitability of the synthesized 
network without retraining correctly identify the best option in series aggregated from different systems of equipment. 
Generalization of the process of functioning synthesized artificial neural network for the first time obtained a 
constructive form of the objective functions, the structure of which determines the rules for obtaining the optimal 
sequence rated capacity of the automatic lines equipment. 
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1 Introduction 
 
It is known [1, 2, 4, 6, 7] that the actual performance of automated manufacturing systems (AMS) - process flows, serial 
aggregated automated or automatic transfer lines with nondeterministic durations manufacturing operations 
substantially depends on the sequence of a rated capacity (RC) of the equipment. Analysis and synthesis of AMS 
complicated by the fact that at present unknown analytical form of the objective function, which would obviously take 
into account the sequence of a rated capacity of the equipment. Therefore practical importance would have a way to 
identify an optimal sequence of a rated capacity of at least on the set of a pre-known methods of valid choices without 
having to carry a large number of simulation modeling variants the AMS. 

Today, heuristic rules, designed by D.L.Dudyuk, L.D.Zahvoyska and V.M.Maksymiv [1, 2] are most suitable for 
practical usage and they determine the ordering procedure of RC by pairs separately for lines with an even and odd  
number of equipment. In real conditions (for example – modernisations) "imperative" nature of heuristic rules renders 
impossible the automatic selection of the best options of automated manufacturing systems (AMS) (for further 
evaluation of their effectiveness by simulation modeling (SM)) because there is not a numerical measure of proximity 
of an optional version for grouping AMS into "better" or "worse" by any criterion. Besides, the obtained optimal option 
of grouping AMS should not be necessarily suitable for practical implementation, as always deal with the economic, 
technical, technological, energy constraints on the choice of equipment. 

The analysis of  known [1, 2, 6] and conducted by the author researches [4] shows that the dependence of actual 
performance (AP) from a sequence of RC, regardless of the distribution of manufacturing operations duration, there are 
three classes of arrangement: variants with the lowest AP, variants with approximately the same "average" AP, variants 
that maximize the actual performance for a given set of RC.  

Therefore, the task of choosing the optimal sequence of a RC of the equipment is being reduced to the classification 
of admissible line arrangement. 

 
 
 

GMDH, artificial neural networks , actual capacity, the 
automatic transfer line, classification, optimisation. 
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2  Problem Statement 
 

Formally, the task of finding the best option of RC sequence can be written as follows [6, 7]. On the set of 

admissible grouping options V it is needed to find such optimal sequence of equipment ∗π  (machines), which provide 

maximum actual line performance )(P ∗π : 

{ }V ),(Pmax)(P ∈ππ=π∗ ,           (1) 

where: )a( , ),2( ),1(  πππ=π K - such sequence of machines that detail, worked on the machine )1(π  enters the 

machine )2(π and so on, until it leaves the system after the last machine processing )a(π ; a - number of machines 

(operations) in line (technological stream); V- the set of admissible (rational) line arrangement, V !aV ≤ . 

Location of the worst of possible arrangement options should not have less practical value, as this will allow 
avoiding the creation of lines with the lowest performance and expenses on its further improvement. 

Further, the maximum performance is denoted by maxµ  ( )(Pmax ∗π=µ ), the minimum performance minµ  - and 

"the mediate" - µ  ( maxmin µ<µ<µ ). 

In general, the constructive analytical form of target function (1) does not currently exist. Consequently, we deal 
with so-called "poorly formalized" task. 

Today, the mechanism of neural networks is the most effective means of classification, especially in the case of 
poorly formalized task. Therefore it is advisable to check the ability of simple neural-like structures to classify possible 
arrangement options AMS correctly. 

Now the  goal of the research is the synthesis of the artificial neural network (ANN), capable only based on 
information about possible rated equipment capacities and positions in the line(numbered in the order of an acceptable 
technological process) to indicate an optimum variant with the highest actual performance.  

Moreover, the task of obtaining numerical assessment of these performance values have not been put yet – it is 
enough "indicated" assessment "the worst" and "the best" option (-1 and +1, respectively). All other options are 
classified as "mediate." 

In the process of constructing such ANN it is necessary to follow the rules of construction of the so-called "logically 
transparent networks". Traditionally, logically transparent is called the network, the structure of which can be easily 
understood by the user to generate an algorithm of task solving [5]. In our case, this means that one can construct 
(analytical record) the target function according to desired results of the network.  

 

3  Architecture of ANN 
 
 

In accordance with recommendations to the construction of logically transparent neural networks [5], in multilayer 
network architecture one may suppose the separation of set of input signals into two subsets of stimulating and 
inhibitory signals. For this it is needed to use a well-known fact of "reversibility" of automatic line [1, 2, 6, 7] – line AP 
is the same in cases of direct and reverse sequences of the RC. Then ANN output may be calculated as proximity degree 
of assessment of direct and reverse sequences, or as they "averaged" value. Thus, obtained numerical assessment of 
each alternative arrangement could serve as "indicator" of his belonging to the "the worst", "the best" or "the mediate". 
Consequently, all the information about AMS can be provided in neural network that can be obtained only on the basis 
of knowledge of NP and their numbers in permissible options of sequences. 

To implement this idea the architecture of the network is being formed by successive connection of Kohonen and 
Grossberg networks. It should be emphasized that only the architectural similarity of networks is meant here, 
appropriate learning algorithms are not used as actual learning procedure in the sense of selecting weight coefficient of 
connections between neurons. 

At the level of Grossberg it is needed to distinguish two parts, one of which will present the direct sequence of RC, 
the other - reverse (Fig.1). The number of equipment will form a network inputs, admissible values of RC  
corresponding positions are weight coefficient of neurons input, each of which thus represents one of j acceptable 
options of line arrangement (Fig. 1). Similarly, the second part of the net is presented - "inhibitory", which reflects 
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reversible sequence of RC. Thus, in contrast to the traditional GMDH approach [8], we do not divide the original 
sample into sub-samples, but complement its reverse sequence.  

To simplify the modeling of network, the line equipment will be numerated in reverse sequence by leaving the value 
of weight coefficients of neurons input unchanged. Further, the calculated by neurons of both parts of the network 
"average" characteristics of direct AjS and reverse jBS sequences are presented in pairs on the next layer of neuron 

inputs, outputs of which are passed through the threshold function should indicate the identity of each arrangement 
option AMS to one of three classes (worst, average, large). 

Thus, the artificial neural network has all the information that was available in the process of producing mentioned 
heuristic rules for location of NP equipment in the line, regardless of simulation modeling data about the real value of 
each option AP. 

Since the network structure and significance of weight coefficients are assumed as fixed, then the free parameters 
remains a kind of dependency for the calculation of the neurons output of each layer. 

 

 

 

 

 

Then computational experiment will be to use different combinations to calculate the dependencies of neurons AS , 

BS andR , and (Fig. 1) and comparing the solutions of network about the dependency of each AMS variant to a 

particular class of well-known heuristic rules and the results of simulation modeling. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of an artificial neural network for sequences 
classification of equipment rated capacity. 
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4  Functioning of ANN  
 
 

It is acceptable to normalize all incoming vectors before they reach the input of the ANN [5]. This is often done by 
dividing each vector component by its length 

a , 3, 2, 1,i ; 
a321

i
 x

2222
i L

L

=
++++

= ,          (2) 

where: ix - the normalized value of position number in the line; i – the number of positions in the line; a – the number 

of machines in the line;  

Similarly the neuron weight coefficients of the first layer may be transformed 
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where: iw - the normalized value of rated machine’s capacity at the i-position in the line; iµ  - the rated machine’s 

capacity on the i-position in the line. 

"Weighted" component of input signal yij of each Kohonen’s neuron level we will calculate as the product of the 
corresponding components of the network input vector and weight coefficient: 

ajaajj22j2j11j1 wxy ;  ;wxy  ;wxy === K .              (4) 

The output of each neuron AjS  will be calculated as a function of its "weighted" input signals. For this is apply the 

k-order exponential average. For each j neuron of direct sequence of RC exponential average will be written as follows: 
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,      (5) 

where:  kjY - the k-order exponential average; j2Y  - mean-square value; j1Y -  arithmetic average; j0Y  - geometric 

average value; j1Y−  - harmonic average. 

For instance, k = 1 (5) we obtaines a traditional formula for calculating the output neuron signal, divided by the 
number of machines in the line. Searching for other possible values of k have the ability to change the expression for 
achieving the desired network. This approach has some as GMDH – the mathematical model is gradually complicated 
until specified conditions are met [8]. 

Similarly the "inhibitory" part of a network functions that presents reversible sequence of RC at the line, but their z 
positions are numbered in reverse order: 
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.     (6) 

The output neurons jR  of Grossberg’s level will be calculated by three alternative ways. First of all it is necessary 

to check the effect of a simple measure of the proximity of direct and inverse sequence of RC – the difference module 
of estimates on the previous neuron’s layer: 

jBjAj S  SR −= .       (7) 

However, in the case of odd number of equipment in the line and k = 1 in (5) and (6) such measure of proximity (7) 
should be used to acquire the lowest value on the set of all admissible arrangements for the options of the maximum 
AP. 

 In general, it is difficult to propose the hypothesis concerning the workability of one of the "standard" measure of 
closeness to the estimates of direct and inverse sequences of RC. Probably one should not operate on the concept of 
"measure of closeness" and the concept of minimum "energy function" which is similar to the Hopfield network. This 
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output neuron jR  of  Grossberg level will be calculate as their averaging - a function of the average value and as a 

function of the length of the vector formed by estimates of direct and reverse sequences of RC obtained at the outputs of 
neurons in the previous sections: 






 +−= jBjAj SS

2

1
1R ,       (8) 

2
jB

2
jAj SS1R +−= .                    (9) 

 

This form of expressions (7) and (8) is chosen to ensure positive correlation between the ANN output and the actual 
output of AMS. In this case, the minimum value jR  must point to a worst case of lines arrangement, maximum - for the 

best option by the maximum actual performance criterion. 

The threshold function will be defined as follows: 
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Then the rule for the classification of each j alternative arrangement to a particular class can be written as: 
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j                (10) 

 

4.1 ANN Verification 
 

To verify the assumptions proposed here ANN tested on known [1, 2] data obtained from sequential aggregation AMS 
simulation. The results of ANN testing are shown in Fig. 2 – Fig. 4. Fuzzy classification – ANN adopted not only 
solution, but among them there is a true one (Fig. 2b). 

 

 
a)       b) 

 

Fig. 2. Examples of clear (a) and fuzzy (b) classifications j possible 
sequences of a rated capacity for the case of AMS of the 4 sequential 

machines. 
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The results of computational experiments allow us to draw conclusions about the ability of the developed neural 
network, taught by the selection of function parameter of neuron activation on the Kohonen level (without changing the 
weights of connections between neurons) with sufficient accuracy to determine the optimal sequence of AMS 
equipment. 

 

5  Objective functions 
 

Due to draw conclusions about the functional correctness of the proposed network, we can use it to obtain the analytical 
forms of the objective function. The general case will not be discussed here because it results in too cumbersome 
formulas, but restrict ourselves to the simplest case. Now consider the simplest way to compute the neuron outputs of 
Grossberg level – the difference module of estimates of direct and reversing sequences on the previous neuron’s layer 
(7). In the case of odd number of equipment in the line and k=1 such measure of closeness (7) really takes the smallest 
value in the set of all arrangement options for the variant with a maximum actual performance, but, unlike the more 
complex methods (k = -1; 2) it never takes the worst option. 

Threshold function H and the Vj rule of classifying each j arrangement option to certain class we will define in the 
following way: 
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where maxµ  - the variant with the highest actual performance. 

Fig. 3. Examples of classification j possible sequences of a rated capacity 
for the case of AMS of the 5 and 6 sequential machines. 

Fig. 4. Examples of classification j possible sequences of a rated capacity 
for the case of AMS of the 5 (a) and 7 (b) sequential machines (output of 

Grossberg level calculated by (7) and k = 1 in (5) and (6)).  
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Examples of network behavior are shown in Fig. 4.  

The analytical recording of objective function, which minimum specifies the best variant of arrangement, is possible 
to receive by the substitution (5) and (6) into (7): 

 

minwxwx
a

1
R

a

1i

a

1i
izii →−= ∑ ∑

= =
, 1iaz +−=             (12) 

by the limitations caused by normalization of input vector and the vectors of neurons weight 1w0;1x0 ii <<<< . 

If the components of the vector of neurons weight W previously put in ascending order and if to record the received 
function (12) in descending order additive component value, then such notation directly leads to the well-known rule of 
observational rule of AMS synthesis of odd number of equipment according to the approach "pairs ordering", which 
still had a verbal formulation [1]. Thus, index in expressions difference directly point numbers in ascending order of 
rated equipment performance from which it is possible to form a "pair" for their consistent placement in line. 

 

 

6 Conclusion 
 
1. The results of computational experiments allow us to draw conclusions about the ability of the developed neural 
network, taught by the selection of function parameter of neuron activation (without changing the weights of 
connections between neurons) with sufficient accuracy to determine the optimal sequence of AMS equipment. 

2. Logical transparency of synthesized ANN allowed for the first time to find arrangement option of analytical notation 
of objective to optimize the sequences of rated capacities by the criterion of maximum actual capacities of ABC. 
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